Junior
Graphic Designer
Singapore based | Remote working
Quadmark is looking for a Singapore based creative Junior Graphic Designer. You will
have a passion for the latest creative techniques and trends to interpret our clients
needs and to design solutions with high visual impact. You will work on a variety of
assets, including training packages, marketing collaterals, online modules, incentive
and certification campaigns, animation storyboards, gamification concepts and layouts,
posters & flyers (both digital and print), presentation decks, websites, web banners,
mailers, and product packaging / SWAG, working closely with our other designers,
copywriters, animators, platforms and accounts teams.
Taking direction and feedback from the Lead Designers, our promise is to develop you and help
you grow your career. Your promise to us is to execute with commitment, passion and positive
energy for the team.

What will you do?
•

You will take the design “brief” to record
our clients’ requirements

•

Work closely with project and account
managers on deliverables and
expectations.

•

You will enhance interactive e-learning
training materials through the creation
of visuals.

•

You will create digital and print collateral
based on current and emerging creative
industry trends that align with client
branding and standards.

•

You will think creatively and develop new
design concepts, graphics and layouts.

•

You will be agile, supporting the Lead
Designers with amends to existing
collateral and designs.

•

You will collaborate with a team of
content developers, copywriters
and other designers to produce
best-in-class material.

•

You will have room for creative
experimental approaches but with
emphasis and understanding of
the client’s brand guidelines, in turn
communicating messages as clearly
as possible.

About you:
•

You are a recent graduate or have 1-2
years experience in multimedia design
(either in an agency or in-house) with a
diploma/degree in digital and / or print
design or a related discipline.

•

You have knowledge of typography,
layout and design with the ability to
illustrate visually engaging assets.

•

You have a knack for designing fresh
and engaging materials that transform
complex information and messaging into
easy-to-remember and exciting content.

•

You have proficiency in Adobe Illustrator,
InDesign and Photoshop (proficiency
in Figma, animation, video editing or UI
design would also be a massive plus).
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•

You are a confident (or willing to
become) user of Google applications
such as Google Slides, Mail and Drive.

•

You are a diligent and pro-active worker,
taking direction from the Lead Designer
and Head of Design / Creative Director.

•

You have great initiative and
communication skills, collaborating with
the design teams who are working in
different timezones with good file admin
and clear handovers.

•

Can do – team and solutions
focused attitude.

•

Organised with task priorities and
file admin. Clear handovers when         
working with our designers in a
different timezone.

•

You are a very effective communicator,
keeping the key people involved in a
project up to date with good updates.

•

You have no ego, you are a team player,
receptive to change, feedback and other
people’s opinions - not just in the design
team but in the wider teams aswell.

•

You have a positive outlook, not
a troublemaker.

•

You can work fast when needed,
taking care of multiple tasks in a
working day, yet still able to keep up
the quality control.

To thrive at Quadmark you
also have these attributes:
•

Humility - you are self aware, self
critical, respectful and modest. You have
a great sense of humour and don’t take
yourself too seriously.

•

Adaptability - you are curious by nature
and motivated by constant change.
You ask lots of questions and look for
opportunities to develop yourself. You
are forward thinking, challenge the norm
and like to be stretched out of your
comfort zone.

•

Commitment - You are high energy
and have a strong work ethic. You are
an organised person who doesn’t mind
rolling up their sleeves and getting
on with it, with a sense of ownership
and resourcefulness.

•

Collaboration - you have an open,
honest and transparent communication
style. You operate with teamwork first.  
You are a good listener, open to the
ideas and share knowledge to enable
and better others.

•

Caring - trust and mutual respect are
a given for you. You care about the
outcome and are willing to go the extra
mile and make a difference.  You always
look for the opportunity to help others
when bandwidth allows.
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Why you will love working
with us

We are global, we are fast and we think big.
We are a bit nerdy, we hate powerpoint and
we love what we do!

•

The opportunity to work with amazing
people everyday.

How to Apply

•

Exposure to continuous and cutting
edge learning.

•

The flexibility to work remotely.

If this role sounds like something you’d be
great at, we’d love to hear from you. Please
email careeropportunities@quadmark.com
for more info.

•

Being part of a supportive,
rewarding and fun environment
and a growing team!

•

25 days holiday plus bank holidays.

•

Private healthcare and pension
contributions.

•

Potential bonus scheme.

About Quadmark
Back in 1999 we began our mission to
inspire teams to think differently about their
customer experience. We do this through a
blend of advising, creating and enablement.
We now work with some of the world’s most
exciting organisations to drive growth and
productivity throughout their ecosystem.
We love working with fast paced and
continuously evolving organisations because
we understand what it takes to inspire
change and learning in tech savvy teams.
Delivering quantifiable results through a
blend of global expertise, customised training
and sales enablement.
We really do understand complex business
and the latest market challenges, allowing
us to motivate teams to go to market using
relevant, technology driven and creative
sales tools. We integrate our expertise
into dynamic businesses by sharing our
channel know how and designing genuinely
creative content.

